
Detecto 475 Mechanical Medical Chair Scale, 400 lb x 4 oz

Mechanical medical chair scale with 350 pound capacity is reliably built for patients with special health
care problems. Comes fully assembled and ready to use. Fully portable - can be used in relatively
small spaces - on carpet or tile 

 

Manufature: Detecto
SKU: 475  

UPC: 809161137903 
Dimensions

X: 46.00   Y: 25.00   Z: 
31.00 

Please Call
(800)832-0055 

Features

The Detecto 475 mechanical medical chair scale is reliably built for patients with special health care
problems. Sturdy construction combines with time-saving design features in the most functional
chair scales available anywhere. With heavy-duty understructure, these Detecto medical scales
come fully assembled and ready to use. Pleasing tones blend with any clinical environment and
these units can be used in relatively small spaces - on carpet or tile. 

Oversized wheels facilitate movement of scale from place to place.. especially over thresholds and
elevator entries. Lift away arms allow patient to be positioned in chair scale with ease. Footrest lifts
up and out of the way for safe patient seating as well as for convenient scale transport.

Die-cast, easy to read beams are readable from both front and back. Black vinyl upholstery is
complimented by the metal supporting structure.

Specifications:
Flip up footrest and lift up arms for ease of patient access 
Oversized wheels for easy transport 
Die cast beam is easy to read from both sides 
Seat size: 17.5" H x 17.5" W 
Capacity: 400 lb x 4 oz 
Net weight: 50 lb. 
Shipping Weight: 80 lb 

Scales from us provide a 90 days replacement guarantee ONLY if the product is non functional, and



Scales from us provide a 90 days replacement guarantee ONLY if the product is non functional, and
customer must save original package. 
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